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Sean Mize:

Like I promised, this is the updated version of the Wso Master Report.

But the thing is, I’ve decided to leave the original document and the addendum parts in 
place exactly as is - and here’s why:

something in the report has spurred multiple people to get to a full time income online, 
in a very special way.

And one of the things I’ve discovered over time is that sometimes a certain paragraph, 
and certain breakthrough idea can be the reason that propels someone to do the exact 
steps to duplicate success.

And the last thing I wanted to do was to take out something that was the one thing that 
would make the difference between you staying stuck and you building a full time 
business online!

But I do want to add a few things:

One thing is this: at the time I wrote the next section of the doc, I had made about 8000 
sales . . .now I’m up to 35,000 sales plus:

The model works.

And many others have copied what I do, and had great success - and you can too, I 
really believe that!

Now, I want to address a few things:

1) Sometimes folks say, well isn’t the warrior forum kind of a bottom feeder kind of 
place . . . and how can I build a business there? Well, first off, it’s not a bottom feeder 
kind of place . . . it generally has low prices so folks who can’t afford expensive 
training may shop there. . . but that’s a HUGE market - you want a huge market, 
right?

And the folks who can’t afford more are the ones you need you the most!!!
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PLUS - there are many, many people who can afford to spend more but are wise and 
buy the same training for less as a wso!

So, yes, I believe the Warrior Network is a long-term viable model. Now, does that 
mean that you can’t grow and build to where you have your own shopping cart on 
your site with 50 products for sale on your site? (the first 50 wsos you produce, 
repurposed for sale on your site!!??)

Of course you can!
2) Can you have a $2000 day your first wso?

In theory, yes. Sure, it can happen.

but it’s rare.

I wouldn’t advise shooting for it.

Instead, follow the model I teach in this doc . . . 

Imagine if you take 2 hours to create a wso and it only sells 10 units at $7 and you 
make $70 for 2 hours of work.

You are at $35 an hour AND you now have 10 buyers.

So next week you launch another, and your 10 buyers buy 5 units of your new wso 
and you sell 10 on the warrior forum so now you make $105 for 2 hours of work.

And next week you do it again and sell 20 units for $140

And next week you do it again and sell 30 units for $210

And you can see where this is going.

And I’ve been in this business long enough to know that you are probably thinking 
right now, but I don’t want to wait that long.

Then do 2 a week! 

Or 3 a week!

Or add in a few videos at youtube and a few articles at ezinearticles and lifehack.org 
to get more subscribers on your list so that you can get more buyers to your wsos.

Whatever it takes . . . 

But one thing for you to think about: how long have you been trying to make a full 
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time income online? 6 months? a year? 3 years? (the average person I ask that 
seems to be at about 3 years and still not making money)

Here’s the thing, sanity says that if you keep doing what you are doing, you will be 
making $0 in 3 more years.

Wouldn’t it be better to go it slow and steady and build a real business with a real list 
of buyers?

THAT’S what the warrior plus network can do for you.
3)  By the way, there’s one more thing to share that’s new: I use the Warrior Plus affiliate 

network, not the official warrior forum affiliate program. I recommend using the 
Warrior Plus network like I do, and combine that with launching your first wsos 
directly on the warrior forum using the Warrior Plus network  . . . So that you can gain 
the exposure on the warrior forum. But once you are doing 100+ sales each launch 
and the affiliates are taking notice, you can decide to come away from the warrior 
forum itself and use self-hosted pages. My opinion :-)

4) You can do this! Don’t skip any steps. Read this entire document. Commit to one wso 
per week to start.

Sean Mize:

Note: I’m going give you the details and the ideas that propelled me to sell over 8,000 
WSOs online. Obviously through the process of doing it, I’ve had to see what folks are 
buying, what they like, what they don’t, and make adjustments. And of course in order to 
release a new WSO, you have to write it or record it - you have to have something to 
sell.

So for obvious reasons, I can’t promise you a specific income. You only make money 
when others give you their money in exchange for something you give them - in this 
case, a WSO you produce. So your income is limited by the value of the exchanges you 
create and the skill with which you write to tell folks about your WSO.

These are learned skills, but I believe that if you make the decision NOW before the end 
of the year, that you are going to do something great in 2016 - YOU CAN DO IT!

It starts with the decision.

The next step is just doing it.

Do it first, then adjust.

It does NOT have to be perfect the first time out of the gate.
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None of my WSOs are perfect. But each meets a need.

Just focus on meeting needs.

Meet needs and ask buyers what they liked or didn’t like, and then next week, meet 
needs again.

Make connections.

When someone buys from you, find out how else you can help him or her.

If someone promotes for you, thank him or her.

Get to know people.

Get involved.

Meet needs.

It’s all about meeting needs, and charging just a little bit each time, and all those little 
bits add up!

Now, one thing you will notice in my WSO activity is that there are no home runs, 1000+ 
sales. Instead, I’ve done WSOs kind of like writing articles, using them for regular leads, 
being able to test them in backend sequences and maximize backend sales, and I’ve 
focused on slow and steady.

Parts of this doc shared my goals at the beginning of my first big year. Goals are 
markers to lead us into the future.

And if you shoot for the moon, and miss, you make the stars.

or maybe you shoot for the stars and don’t make it, but you land on the moon or Mars.

But if you don’t shoot for anything, you’ll get nowhere for almost sure.

Set your goals for 2016 big.

Do more than I did.

What you will see in this doc is tons of insight and detail into what makes WSOs work 
and happen.
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You can see the result of steady effort.

For the most part, I’ve done what I thought I would do this year, based on what I wrote 
in the documents listed below. 

A few things I’ve done differently:

1) The volume. I’m only up to about 80 WSOs, instead of doing 3 per week as I goaled. 
But if I hadn’t set something of a goal like 3 per week, I probably wouldn’t be up to 80 
or so WSOs (and a few of those were prior to this year).

2) I didn’t push as hard for affiliates as I might have indicated I would. I decided instead 
to let folks come to me if they wanted to promote.

3) I tried doing big pre-release pushes to get more pre-sold prospects, but decided that 
based on the per-click averages, I was probably better off launching 2 WSOs for the 
same clicks, instead of spending 50% of my clicks on prelaunch, and then pushing 1 
WSO. Obviously an opinion thing, but I find that folks convert nicely without the 
presell, so why do a presell?

4) The one thing I would have done differently is 3 per week, like clockwork. The WSOs 
tend to be consistent in their results, obviously some get more affiliates so make 
more sales, but for the most part, slow and steady seems to be the way to go (for 
me). I have a solid backend conversion system, so if I get double the front-end sales, 
I’ll tend to get double the backend sales. So hands - down, I believe if I had done 
double the WSOs, I would have done double the revenue this year - which of course 
would have been a big deal.

5) That’s about it folks. I run a simple system, I run simple sales letters, one key is that if 
someone buys a WSO from me, they will learn what the sales letter tells them, that 
means they will buy again and again. And repeat buyers are good for business, they 
are good for getting initial sales counts up so affiliates WANT to promote, and that is 
good for the WSO overall.

The way this document is organized is I give you just about everything I know about 
WSOs and how they run. There are a lot of ideas in this document, you don’t need to do 
it all.

If there were 3 things to do for sure:

1) Think long term. Maybe you only do 10 sales the first one you do. Maybe you do 15 
the second one. Maybe you do 20 the third. It is easy to think, I can’t make a living 
doing this. But in reality if you keep adding 5 per WSO and you are doing 3 WSOs a 
week, in a short time, you will be selling 100 per WSO and if you are doing 3 a week 
and you have a decent backend (which you have time to create, since you are 
building up slowly anyhow) then you are probably making a decent income.
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2) Focus on making everything you create 100% quality. If you say you are going to 
teach “x” in the sales letter, teach “X” in the sales letter. Let your quality speak for 
your future sales. If folks like your WSOs, they WILL tell others and people WILL want 
to promote to their list.

3) Treat this like a business, if you want to make a living at it. Work on it everyday like 
clockwork. Track your time to the minute.  Now let’s get started!

Probably the biggest single thing I can give you, and you may see a thread of this all the 
way through this guide:

Instead of thinking about doing it, do it. Just do it. If you only make 5 sales your first 
WSO, who cares, you got experience and did it. Do 10 sales the 2nd and 20 sales the 
3rd and after awhile you are getting 50 sales in a few hours like I tend to do, then 
affiliates see the traction and want to promote, then they promote, then you are building 
a list fast.

And that is one of the keys here: once someone gets onto your list, you want to build a 
buy relationship with him.

Find out what she needs and produce it.

You are capable of recording 2-3 hours of new training in your niche each week.

That’s 100-150 HOURS of content over the year.

Release each as a WSO for a limited time, maybe one week, then make it a $37 
product in your funnel.

After awhile, you will have 10-20 3 hour products in your funnel, and someone who is a 
lead from an affiliate WSO sale then starts buying your products in your funnel.

Then create a coaching program. (To learn my coaching program model, just google 
“Group Coaching Model That Is Super Simple To Implement”

You can leverage your WSO business into a regular product - oriented info business 
very very quickly if you want, and that is how you experience the greatest growth the 
fastest.

Start with the Warrior Forum, treat it as a place to meet folks (like a coffee shop or 
networking party) but then bring them into your list and your business and treat them 
like real clients. Once they are on your list, they are no longer WF traffic. They are 
YOUR LEADS and clients!!! 
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Take action! 

Make it happen!

This book is divided into 2 sections: the first tells you my plan for dominating the WF at 
the beginning of my first big year.

It is full of bold ideas. 

Use it to stimulate your own bold ideas.

The 2nd section gives you a case study on a typical WSO.

But don’t forget everything I have just written, especially the last page!

-- Sean Mize
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VOLUME WSO 
MODEL + Example of 

100+ WSO Selling 
Campaign + 

Recommendations 
for Building YOUR 

WSO Business 

(This was my plan for the year, for the most 
part this what I did, except primarily for 

what I mentioned above)
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Some of goals may have too high - but I 
would recommend having high goals for 

yourself, and if you only make 6,815 sales 
in 10 months like I did, you probably did 

okay!

Sean Mize

Introduction:

Are you frustrated with trying to break into the big leagues online?

Like it seems like the only way you can get anyone to promote for you is if you are part 
of the good old boys’ club?

Have you noticed that like 90% of all the affiliate sales seems to come from a small 
group of heavy mailers that just keep mailing each others’ promotions?

And if you can’t break into that good old boys club, you can’t really make it?

I remember when I was frustrated by that.

Because I’m not a very outgoing, extroverted kind of person. 

And I really hate trying to build relationships with people just because I want to use 
them . . . you know, like trying to find a way to befriend someone just so they’ll promote 
for you.
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And do you really want to promote all THEIR junk? Because that’s what they will want if 
they promote for you.

You see, I got really frustrated with seeing the whole thing.

You know, like right on the Warrior Forum.

About once or twice a week someone does a big WSO launch with like 1000 sales.

Just often enough for you to think you can do it.

But if you study deep enough, you see that they might have like 7 people who they line 
up ahead of time who promote for them.  Then they get a bunch of sales from those 7 
affiliates. Then they get WSO of the day, so they get another 500 sales or so. 

So sure, it’s a big launch. But unless you line up 7 big affiliates and get WSO of the day 
- likely you aren’t getting 1000+ sales.

(And have you ever tried asking big affiliates to promote for you? They ignore you, they 
don’t want to promote you - because if you only have 1000 subscribers or less, you 
can’ t really scratch their back, can you?)

So is there a better way?

A few months ago, I began to wonder that myself.

And I began to run some numbers.

Want me to share some of them with you?

I began to wonder, instead of spending weeks or months trying to write the perfect copy, 
create the perfect WSO, and line up the 7-10 people that would be necessary to make 
1000+ sales on one WSO - 

why not do what I did with ezinearticles, and really mass things out?

Like instead of going for 3,4 home runs a year, why not create a slow and steady 
business on the Warrior Forum?

So the last few months I’ve been testing a lot of things, different WSO styles, different 
copy, etc.
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But here is my thought:

We know that it takes a lot of work - and a bit of luck and the right things happening - to 
do a 1000 unit sale.

But it is relatively easy to do a 100 unit sale.

In fact, to sell 100 units, it takes me about 1 hour to write the sales copy (it doesn’t have 
to be great copy to make 100 sales fast) and another hour to create the WSO - 

And the funny thing is, I think that short WSOs are actually better received than long 
ones (I’d far rather listen to one hour or read a 10 page manual that tells it like it is than 
watch 8 videos where it could have all been said in one hour, I don’t know about you)

So one hour on the sales letter, one hour on the product, then launch it.

Send an email to my list, get 40 sales. People are buying from the Forum itself. A few 
affiliates notice the action, and jump on board.

They are jumping on board because they like the conversion rate, not because you 
schmoozed them for hours and months!

You get 80, 100 sales.

No big deal. Maybe 50 of those are your subscribers. 50 are new leads. Took you 2 
hours of work, 50 new leads.

They go into your email campaign, and start spending money in your campaign (you do 
have a 45 day automated selling campaign in place, right?)

Then a few days later you launch another one.

You get more sales from your list. You get more sales from the Forum because people 
recognize you from a few days ago. More affiliates jump on board because they like the 
money they made last week with you.

You do 100 sales or more.

What if you did that 3 times a week for a month?

That’s 1200 sales.

600 new subscribers.

Subscribers who are buyers.
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And if you have an automated email campaign that converts at only $10 per subscriber 
the first month, that’s $6,000 in backend revenue. Plus the front end sales.

And you don’t even have to ask a single affiliate to promote.

What if you did that week in, week out, for a year?

You’d have 150 WSOs out there, you could bump them at will - and get subscribers all 
day long.

You could bump each one once a month, and have 150 bumps, make 10 sales per 
bump, get 1500 new subscribers each month JUST FROM BUMPS!!!

Sure, that’s $40 times 150 = $6,000

But if you make 1500 sales at $10 each sale, that’s $15,000 - 

That’s an almost instantaneous return of $9,000 each month! (Instantaneous because 
you pay for the bump today, you get the sales today and tomorrow, it’s not like paying 
for advertising where you pay today, get traffic all month)

So all year long, you do 150 WSOs, make 100 sales on each = 15000 sales the first 
year (plus bumps all along) - that’s $150k at $10 a WSO! Or $105k at $7 a WSO - 

PLUS - an upsell

Let’s say the average upsell is $37 and converts at 10% - 

so 15,000 WSO sales - that’s 1500 upsell sales times $37 = $50k right there, right?

Sure, you are paying for the WSO - so that’s 150 times $40 = $6,000

I’ll pay $6,000 anyday to make $150k!!!

Won’t you?

So anyhow, that was how my thinking was going.

And so I’ve been testing it out - about 2 per week for the last 6 weeks.

And frankly, I’m okay with the results:
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that includes WSOs going back a little further - I think that is 20 WSOs - and the older 
ones were real workhorses - making me paid subscribers that bought from my list.

Mostly the older ones were generated by bumps.

But the later (primarily the last 12) were done with the launch model I am teaching in 
this guide.

Again, if you compare that to the big launches - 1000 sales or so - then that is weak.

But compare that to an average set of launches:
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and you see that most launches do less than 50 sales anyhow - 

Notice there is one seller with 1000+ sales.

The rest are varied, mostly low.

Now, some weeks are better than others.

But the fact remains - most WSOs are not homeruns anyway.

So my theory is this: start focusing on daily results instead of home runs.

The advantage to this model is that you don’t have to have home runs to make the big 
bucks.

My Strategy

Background before I share my strategy:

The last thing I mentioned was that I’m doing these low-volume WSOs - 100, 200 sales 
per WSO.

What gives?

First of all - one thing to remember - I generate between $20 and $30 the first month or 
so after someone joins my list.

So a $7 buyer is actually a $20+ buyer.

Here’s the thing:

We are so used to seeing the big launches, 1000, 1500 sales or more.

But let me ask you this, how many of those “big launches” occur each week, out of all 
the WSOs that are launched each week?

2, 3 a week?

How much time and energy and effort goes into a huge launch, pre-launching, 
positioning affiliates, all that work?
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And if you don’t already have a network of affiliates to ask to promote, then you have 
almost zero possibility of having a big launch.

Or you could do what I am doing.

Small launches.

100 or so per launch.

2 per week.

In fact, I’m planning to really scale things up this year.

As many as 5 launches per week.

100-200 sales per launch.

500-1000 sales per week.

At the end of the day, it’s like having a hit launch every week.

And each WSO only takes me 2 -3 hours to create.

The copy isn’t perfect.

The product isn’t flashy (but it’s rock-solid training each time)

But like solid work horses, these WSOs are consistently bringing me in 50-100 new 
subscribers each week.

Subscribers who are buyers.

Buyers who go on to join my coaching program, buy my trainings, and invest with me.

Of course, some go on to buy more WSOs.

So let me ask you this, would you like a simple WSO business like this?

If you are only willing to pursue the big launches - and unless you have big affiliate 
contacts and are willing to spend hours and hours building relationships - then what I 
am about to share is not for you.

You see, I have developed a strategy that I believe can be worth a few hundred 
thousand this year to anyone who uses it.

I’ve run the math.
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200 WSOs in the year times 100 sales each = 20,000 buyers.

$20 per buyer = $400k.

$400k with small launches.

Work horses.

Not big launches.

You see, big launches are hard for most people.

Probably you too.

Let me ask you this:

How long have you been trying to “hit it big” online?

On the Warrior Forum?

Has it happened yet?

I don’t mean to be . . . a bit . . . direct.

But if it hurts, it’s probably the truth.

I remember when I was building my business with lowly articles.

Writing 7 articles a day.

Articles that only got me 2,3 subscribers each.

Who’s willing to write an article for 3 subscribers?

I was.

I made about $50 per subscriber from my articles.

3 subs per article, $150 per article.

Then I paid others to write for me.

1,2 subs per article instead.

But still about $50 per sub.
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I was paying the writers $5 to write each article.

Never had any home runs.

But each article was like a work horse.

150 articles a month.

2,3 subs per article.

$100 or more in revenue per article.

It adds up.

I got to where I was submitting 500 a month or more.

Sure, I paid $2500 for the writers to write them.

But I had a high ROI

So back to WSOs.

The same principle will work.

Volume instead of home runs.

Now, I imagine a lot of folks are thinking right now, this just isn’t for me.

And if that’s you . . . goodbye!

But if you are thinking . . . yeah, I think I could do this, this would be cool, I would rather 
go slow and steady and start making some money rather than keep going for the home 
runs that never happen - 

What it takes to attract affiliates
The key to attracting affiliates is the first 100 sales at a conversion of higher than 10%.

And do multiple WSOs.

Here’s why:
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Everytime you launch a WSO a few more people promote for you.

And each time someone promotes for you and makes money, when they see a new 
WSO, they may want to promote. You see, people who are selling WSOs as their 
business model are CONSTANTLY looking for new WSOs to promote. And as you saw 
with the chart above about how not many WSOs do that well - affiliates will jump all over 
one that is doing well.

Even if you are starting from scratch, without any WSO’s it can go like this:

Maybe you get 25 buyers the first WSO

Maybe 2 people become affiliates and promote.

Then the 2nd WSO you get 5 people to become affiliates.

And make 50 sales.

The next one, 75 sales.

And so on.

Each time, a few more people choose to promote for you.

Of course, even if you start with 0 subscribers at the beginning, you will have 150 
buyers after 3 WSOs.

Then those buyers buy your future WSOs.

And don’t forget upsells.

Those are easy to create as well.

Imagine if you methodically ran 2 WSOs each week for 6 months?

50 WSOs.

50 sales each.

You’d have a list of 2500 buyers.

And probably by that time, you’d be doing 200 buyers per WSO.

Then the 2nd half of the year, you could do 50 WSOs at 200 buyers each.

10,000 buyers in the 2nd half of the year.
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Even if you paid 100% commission and EVERY SALE was an affiliate sale, you’d 
probably make 1000 upsales!

And then you would sell in your email campaign.

Promote other people’s WSOs.

Look, this is reality.

This can be done.

And it’s an easy formula.

I’ve worked out the kinks, I’m rolling it out for myself.

How to Create Products

Product Creation for WSOs is really easy.

You see, the best WSO is one that someone can consume in an hour or less.

People are looking for concise solutions, not 10 hour video series.

So think in terms of one hour.

For example, this manual is about an hour’s worth (or less to digest)

But it is highly actionable.

or what I usually do is record the info.

The only reason I didn’t for this one is that I had already written most of this out before 
structuring the WSO - so it was faster to use print than audio.

But normally just record.

Here’s the process:

Make a list of what you want to teach.

For example, this is what I wanted to teach in this  WSO:
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--> How I create a WSO in just one hour

--> The exact formula I use for writing the WSO

--> The plugin I use to format my WSOs

--> How I get affiliates without relationships

--> 3 different ways to entice affiliates to promote for you

--> The exact timing for your release

-->  How to get reviews without giving away copies of your WSO

--> How to build a list fast with WSOs so you can leverage your list and start making 
massive list sales - even with a small list

PLUS

I’ll show you my own blueprint for my first big year for WSOs - 

--> My estimated revenues and stats - 

--> Where my WSOs are going to come from

--> My secret strategy for leveraging up to 1000+ sales PER WSO 
 
PLUS 

I’ll give you a blueprint for starting from scratch - if you have NO SUBSCRIBERS and 
how you can have a list of 2,500 buyers in 6 months - EXACT BLUEPRINT 

PLUS - for advanced marketers (if you have 10,000 or more subs) - my exact blueprint 
for leveraging your WSO business into a 7 figure business within 6 months - 

--> my secret stealth method of guaranteeing you 100 sales on every WSO you do - this 
method will absolutely amaze you, and it’s so easy to do - in fact, I’ll even manage it for 
you

--> a secret way to get big-launch affiliates to WANT to promote for you (as long as you 
get 100 sales per WSO launch)

-->  How to get people to promote your WSO for free - I’ll show you a very special 
method - 
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-- Then you just write about each one of those things. Or record about each one of 
those things.

Now, obviously I’ve covered a lot of this earlier in this document, so I won’t go into as 
much detail here.

But the idea would be to just write or talk about each topic for a few minutes.

That’s it. Convert the doc to pdf or if recording, upload the m,p3.

The exact formula I use for writing the WSO

There are 2 ways you can write your WSO salesletters:

Use all the “formulas”, hire writers, do it all perfectly . . . and you might have a hit.

Or just write what matters and see what happens.

That’s what I do.

Here’s why:

I’m not crafting a perfect sales letter to get 1000 sales. Most people who craft great 
sales letters don’t get the traction to get 1000 sales anyhow, in my opinion, so their work 
is wasted. That’s not to say that down the road when you have mastered the formula, 
that you don’t do a really big launch.

But for little launches, 50, 100, 200 sales - I don’t think a perfect looking WSO is 
necessary.

But you can make it as pretty as you want!

But here is my basic formula:

Headline: Write it so that it says what you are selling:

For example:
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Discover the Secret to Launching a WSO a Day and Beating Out the Big Affiliates 
(which could have been a headline for THIS WSO)

Then I like to ask questions, just like I did for this one.  I like to ask pain questions, like: 
are you frustrated with x,yz?

Are you struggling with a,b,c?

Does it irritate you if you can’t do e,f,g?

Then I like to transition by telling them I know how they feel, because I used to struggle 
with that (I usually teach on things I had to learn, so they seem to be things I’ve 
personally struggled with)

I tell them my struggle.

Then I tell them what I have discovered, created, etc.

Then I give all the bullet points for what I have created.

I tell them what it is worth.

Then I tell them if they want it they should buy it before the price goes up.

Then the payment button.

That’s about it.

What I did when I was starting out was I went to the affiliates section of warrior plus and 
studied the sales letters of the 1000+ WSOs - and you can do it too!

But be careful you don’t allow that to overwhelm you and hold you back.

Take a look at some of my WSOs and see how simple the copy is.

You might even look at it and think, that won’t convert.

But usually it DOES convert at 10% or so!

The thing is, if someone wants what you have, the words don’t have to be perfect!
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How I get affiliates without relationships

The key here is getting 100 sales fast.

Now, if you are just starting out, it might be a month before you have your first 100+ sale 
WSO. That’s okay. Just keep running them till you hit it. You will be building your list in 
the meantime.

3 different ways to entice affiliates to promote for you

If you are going to “go after” affiliates (which I don’t recommend) you can:

1) Offer a bonus for so many sales - for example $100 if someone gets 25 sales the first 
day

2) Offer to put their product on your download page (with an optin to their list to get it) in 
exchange for one mailing to your list

3)  Offer to mail your list for their future WSO in exchange for a mailing to their list today

The exact timing for your release

This might seem crazy - but I like to release mine later in the day. The reason is 
because it seems the bigger launches like to go in the morning - but I want my WSO to 
remain on the affiliate page as long as possible - so I want it to happen AFTER 
everyone else launches.
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The EXACT email I send to my list to get 40% 
conversions on my WSO

Subject line:

I need your help and I’ll bribe you for it

Body:

~Contact.FirstName~

I need your help and I'll bribe you for it!

Here's the thing - as you know, I've been laying some 
groundwork for creating a big affiliate launch 
over at the Warrior Forum.

And to do that, folks like to see a bunch of sales the 
first hour or two, and a high conversion rate.

Then they jump on and promote.

So would you be willing to help me make my next WSO 
a big launch?

If so, I'll GIVE you my $194 Become an IM Guru training program 
(it's worth every penny of $194, I promise)

Here's the sales page of the guru training:

http://www.succeedwithsean.com/becomeanimguru/earlybird.htm

I'll give it to you FREE if you will purchase my latest WSO 
immediately (I've started it at less than $10 with dime sale 
pricing, so the sooner you get it, the less you pay, plus it means 
you are getting my $194 guru training for less than $10)

Here's the link to buy it:

http://www.warriorplus.com/w/v/02hxv7/getimgurufree

--- THanks in advance!
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-- Sean

P.S. If you buy it, a cool review would be . . . cool - but PLEASE don't review 
if you don't actually buy it - I think that's unethical, I know alot of guys 
are doing it over there, but let's keep this clean -

Sean

P.S. Perhaps you are thinking, what is Sean using the Warrior Forum FOR?

It's a lead generator  - and it's turning out to be great one at that -

And as I fine tune what works, you know if you are active on my 
list I'll be passing things on :-)

How to get reviews without giving away copies of your 
WSO

I simply ask my subscribers to review on the WSO about me - not about the WSO - but 
about me - 

That way they don’t have to buy the WSO to review - because they aren’t reviewing the 
product, they are reviewing YOU

My Blueprint for my first big year

Obviously I don’t have revenue numbers because this is going into the future. And I 
don’t know exactly how many I’ll do.

But my goal is to build a bigger and bigger list of WSO buyers so that I can get 500 
sales the first day from my own list - which will attract the biggest affiliates.
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But for now I get about 100 sales from my list, and my last WSO did another 200+ sales 
from affiliates.

So if I did 20 a month, then that would be 4000 affiliate sales a month.

10% of those will likely buy my $37 upsell - so 400 times $37 each month there.

Plus I promote my coaching program, my “talk with me” program, and my training 
program in my email campaign and I make many sales there.

And each month, leverage for bigger and bigger WSOs.

I think of this a lot like what I did with ezinearticles, writing 7 articles a day.

Except this is 1 WSO a day.

That’s the only difference, really.

And the more sales, the easier to make even more.

And because the sales copy isn’t perfected and hypey, I tend to get repeat buyers.  And 
affiliates like me because my product is solid, not over-promised.

My strategy for leveraging up to 1000+ sales PER 
WSO 
 

I have referred to this already, I believe.

But the idea here is that I find that if I get 400 WSO buyers in one month, then about 
30-40 people out of that list will buy a new WSO if I use my special email (which I copy 
later) - 

So if we leverage that out - 400 new buyers this month, means 30 * 20 = 600 sales next 
month on new WSOs. Plus the rest of my list.

So one month might have 20 WSOs with 200 sales each.

Next month 20 WSOs with 300 sales each.

And so on, until 1000 sales.
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Blueprint for starting from scratch:

Simply start with a single WSO.

You get 10 sales. You are in profit.

Run another one tomorrow, telling all your 10 buyers from yesterday about it.

So today you get 15 buyers.

Tomorrow 20 buyers.

And then affiliates start to notice you are launching a new one each day.

They buy your WSOs.

Then maybe someone promotes for you.

And it begins to snowball.

You can start from scratch today and do a 50-100 sale WSO in a month, if you do one 
every day like I suggest.

And don’t think it will take you too long to do each one.

Sure, the first one will take a lot longer because you don’t really know what you are 
doing.

But after you do 50 WSOs, just like writing articles, they begin to get real easy!

For advanced marketers (if you have 10,000 or more 
subs) - my exact blueprint for leveraging your WSO 
business into a 7 figure business within 6 months - 

To me, this is the real secret, the real key to making something huge happen.

If you have 10,000 subscribers right now, or you leverage up to that in 6 months using 
my model, you can probably send an email and get 50 sales right away, and 2nd one in 
5 hours and get 50 more.
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That’s 100 sales at let’s say $7 = $700.

And you get 100 affiliate sales.

So you have 200 sales. So you get 20 upsells at $37 = $740

So $1400 a day - 

20 days a month = $28,000 a month.

Now, tomorrow’s launch will do MORE than 100 sales because you have yesterday’s 
buyers, which are your hottest leads.

So maybe 105.

The day after: 110.

Add 5 a day for 20 days, you are doing 200 from your list and 200 from affiliates, per 
day.

So that is $56k a month.

Next month - double again.

And so on.

Sure, your numbers will vary, up or down, but I think you can see the potential here.

Now, I can’t promise you any certain dollar figure for getting this training.

You gotta run the WSOs

People have to buy them.

But hey, people buy mine.

Ugly WSOs - 

And I just keep creating them.

And you can too.
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Watch As I Document a 
WSO Launch That Sells 

More Than 100 Units

Sean Mize
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I am going to simply document a WSO launch from start to finish. The way I got the 
idea, the emails I send, the promotion to affiliates. This will show you the emails I wrote 
and sent, and show you results as they go along. 

And I’ll comment on what I did right and wrong - and what I would do differently next 
time.

Let’s get started!

First thing I did was send an email to my list to find out what they were interested in:

Subject line:

Would it be helpful if I created a video where you could watch me as I create a WSO from 
scratch?

Body:

~Contact.FirstName~

I had an idea and I wanted to run it by you -

Would it be helpful if I were to record myself creating a WSO 
so you could see me as I do it?

I could record me actually creating the WSO, writing the 
sales copy, putting the payment buttons on, routing 
the download delivery, all of that, so you could watch -

Would that be helpful to you?

Sean

About 25 people responded, and when they wrote back and said “yes” I wrote back and 
asked, “what would be the best part about it?”

The overall biggest response was that the best part would be seeing me come up with the 
ideas.

Well, at that point I had already created the product, and hadn’t taught the big thing they 
wanted. 

So I decided to launch it anyhow, and it did very well.
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But then I decided to create ANOTHER training, this one including “ideas”

But then I started thinking, I don’t want to do something just on “ideas” - too simple, it’s a 
10 minute exercise.

So I thought, what if I just do a Complete A-Z training and include an “ideas” element?

So that was my product research ( that is typical of the research I put into almost all my 
products - an email to my list, then run with what they want and add in some ideas if I have 
any)

So then of course I created the WSO.

And I wanted this to be a really big one, so I did what I rarely do anything like, and 
created an affiliate sign up page, you can see it here:

http://www.succeedwithsean.com/affiliates/promote-my-new-wso-and-win-up-to-1000/ 

I put a big bonus in there, but notice on all the bonuses, I don’t pay unless I am actually 
making money. If it is a flop, I don’t pay the bonuses (read about it, it’s very clear, not 
hidden or anything)

Now, in retrospect, I probably wouldn’t do that - might not ever again.

Cause the biggest promoter was someone who would have anyway. And most people 
didn’t start promoting till they saw it selling, and they probably would have anyway (what 
I usually do is just get sales from my list to get traction and sales, then affiliates want to 
promote because of the sales)

So then I did the launch.

This is the WSO:

WSO - Complete A-Z Guide to Building A WSO Business 

This is the first email I sent:

Subject line: Hot Off the Press - Brand New Manual: How to Start a WSO Business 100% 
From Scratch With No List and No Affiliates

Body:
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~Contact.FirstName~

Hot Off the Press - Brand New Manual: How to Start a WSO Business 100% From Scratch With 
No List and No Affiliates:

This is your early bird notification - it is dime-sale priced so as soon as the affiliates 
start mailing, the price will go up fast, get it now for the lowest price:

<#6846_Link-Complete Manual WSO course#> 

-- Sean

(that link is the link to the product sales page, it’s a tracking link so I can know how many  click)

WSO - Complete A-Z Guide to Building A WSO Business

And had the words:

Brand New WSO - How to Start a WSO Business 100% from Scratch with No List 
and No Contacts - 100% Guaranteed to Work!

That email went to 2591 subscribers
207 opened
173 clicked and about 39 sales

Then I sent the same email again 5 hours later

result:

2559 subs
174 opens
63 clicks  and 17 sales

When I went to bed, there were about 94 sales all together, the balance came from affiliates.
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This morning, there are 145 sales:

There have been probably 50 people who have requested to promote, and those sales are 
beginning to come in.

This morning I sent another email to my list:

From:
From:

~LoggedInUser.Email~
To:

~Contact.Email~
Subject:

Brand New Manual: How to Start a WSO Business 100% From Scratch With No List and 
No Affiliates

~Contact.FirstName~

Brand New Manual: How to Start a WSO Business 100% From Scratch With No List and No 
Affiliates:

<#6846_Link-Complete Manual WSO course#>

-- Sean

This one performed poorly: 50 clicks and 2 sales.

So I redirected the link to go to a simple WSO that would screen people first, to keep conversion 
rate high:
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http://www.warriorforum.com/warrior-special-offers-forum/737140-how-start-business-warrior-
forum-scratch-no-list-no-affiliates.html  

That one converted at about 10% to the clicks in the post itself - 

it is like they are presold in the redirect WSO - 

Now on this launch, I didn’t send any more emails to my list - the reason is that I had gotten the 
100 sales I needed to get affiliates to take notice, they did, and I did about another 100 sales from 
affiliates.

Notice that the affiliate sales are new buyers. So I got about 100 new buyers on my list from this 
one.

Here are the results of this launch:

Sean Mize

I am going to share with you 2 more campaigns that are typical of what I do and the emails I use. 
I recommend trying to understand WHY each email works, and WHY people respond, not just 
copy and pasting because if you and everyone else just copy and pastes then the effectiveness of 
these emails will go down. Then I will write new emails to send to my list. You will have to do 
the same thing. So just start out by writing your own emails!
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2nd Launch

This was a unique idea - 20 WSOs for the price of 1 - 

and ended up selling over 358 copies - 

(I’m not including the link in here as it may no longer be live, over time I take WSOs down, and 
this report is evergreen. You can search for me by my handle “mizesean” on the Warrior Forum 
to find my current WSOs)

Here are the emails I sent my list to make this happen:

(this email converts very well the first couple times you run it to your list. I don’t recommend 
using it all the time, it will kill your list in terms of responsiveness long run because they just get 
addicted to “free gifts” - but if you have a WSO that you want to get a lot of sales fast - this 
email rocks!)

Subject line: I need your help and I'll bribe you for it! (if that’s okay with you)

~Contact.FirstName~

I need your help and I'll bribe you for it!

Here's the thing - as you know, I've been laying some 
groundwork for creating a big affiliate launch 
over at the Warrior Forum.

And to do that, folks like to see a bunch of sales the 
first hour or two, and a high conversion rate.

Then they jump on and promote.
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So would you be willing to help me make my next WSO 
a big launch?

If so, I'll GIVE you my $194 Become an IM Guru training program 
(it's worth every penny of $194, I promise)

Here's the sales page of the guru training:

http://www.succeedwithsean.com/becomeanimguru/earlybird.htm

I'll give it to you FREE if you will purchase my latest WSO 
immediately (I've started it at less than $10 with dime sale 
pricing, so the sooner you get it, the less you pay, plus it means 
you are getting my $194 guru training for less than $10)

Here's the link to buy it:

http://www.warriorplus.com/w/v/02hxv7/getimgurufree

--- THanks in advance!

-- Sean

P.S. If you buy it, a cool review would be . . . cool - but PLEASE don't review 
if you don't actually buy it - I think that's unethical, I know alot of guys 
are doing it over there, but let's keep this clean -

Sean

P.S. Perhaps you are thinking, what is Sean using the Warrior Forum FOR?

It's a lead generator  - and it's turning out to be great one at that -

And as I fine tune what works, you know if you are active on my 
list I'll be passing things on :-)
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I ran that email twice - 

I find that if you run that email 2-3 times, it will continue to convert powerfully, but the 4th will 
be dead.

Also, I find that “final chance” emails don’t work well with WSOs (maybe because by the time I 
send on, I have already gotten most of the sales from my list on that item anyhow)

Here is another email I ran for that one:

(my memory is that this one didn’t do as well - but it is an example of something you can do if 
your WSO takes off):

Subject line:

204 Sales in 24 Hours with the new WSO! -

~Contact.FirstName~

204 Sales in 24 Hours with the new WSO! -

http://www.warriorplus.com/w/v/02hxv7/getimgurufree

 - It's great value - as you can see from the 
reviews!

And this is just a test run for a BIGGER WSO 
next week!
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To get the full experience of how I am doing this 
launch - trust me, just to see the OTO offer is worth 
the price of the WSO - get this WSO today -

then look for my next WSO in a couple of days - 
get it and you will know my WSO strategy for the 
year - (a lot of folks have been asking me about it)

So get this now:

 http://www.warriorplus.com/w/v/02hxv7/getimgurufree

then look for my BIG WSO next week!

-- Sean

Now - here is a real key: affiliates will naturally come to you IF you get 100 sales and 10% 
conversion in the first 24 hours.  And no matter how much you beg and plead - they won’t mail 
for you till they see your sales. They simply don’t want to risk your product not converting when 
someone else’s will.

If you don’t have a list, you will have to leverage up, and make multiple WSOs - 

do NOT count on one WSO being a winner.

My first one was not.

Rarely is someone’s first one a hit.
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Plan to make 10-20 before you really hit one out of the ballfield.

And don’t be afraid to run one, get 10 sales, run another, get 20 sales, run another, get 30 sales.

You are building a list of buyers, which means now you have a list you can send an email to 
about each new WSO, and get more and more sales faster.

But don’t think you can start from scratch and in one WSO your life is going to change.

It probably won’t (I stress PROBABLY - I am serious, if you are going to do this, make a 
business out of it. This is not a one-shot business)

Here is another email:

Subject line:

20 WSOs for the price of 1:

Then another email is this:

~Contact.FirstName~

20 WSOs for the price of 1:

http://www.warriorplus.com/w/v/02hxv7/getimgurufree

- Sean
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The formula for that is using the topic of the WSO as the subject line AND the first line of the 
email.

That will normally get me a solid 10% conversion rate - even after I’ve sent out 2 early bird 
emails.

I’m going to show you another campaign - with different emails -

Remember, the purpose of this training is to show you a few different types of emails to use for 
your WSOs - 

And in different campaigns, I use different emails.

Now, I don’t just use these as templates. I normally just write new emails each time. I’m just 
sharing with you what I’ve done on good campaigns.

The key is when you write your own emails, track results so you know how many clicks and how 
many sales from each email.

You can track that using Warrior Plus, and just use the link in your Warrior Plus listing called 
“vendor link” and create a tracking tag - here’s what it looks like:

In your WSO Pro Listing itself: see at the top right, Vendor Link:
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Then notice where it says “enter tracking code” 

put in something relevant, I wrote “thisiswhereyouwriteit” for the example. But you could use: 
email1
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Then to track it, go to  WSO PRO --> my stats:

You will see the stats for each vendor link you created:

In this case, I created the vendor link: getimgurufree and you can see that with 394 clicks (hops), 
there were 97 sales, so about 25% conversion.

You can track the conversion rate for different emails this way - 

Here’s another campaign:

This one sold 294 - 
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Here are some of the emails I used:

I did a prelaunch email on this (this is the same one I used for the first one on this doc):

Subject line:

Would it be helpful if I created a video where you could watch me as I create a WSO from 
scratch?

~Contact.FirstName~

I had an idea and I wanted to run it by you -

Would it be helpful if I were to record myself creating a WSO 
so you could see me as I do it?

I could record me actually creating the WSO, writing the 
sales copy, putting the payment buttons on, routing 
the download delivery, all of that, so you could watch -

Would that be helpful to you?

Sean

A bunch of people wrote me back, I pretty much just replied to each one (by hand, no 
autoresponse):

(name)

What would be the best part about that?

Sean 

Then I did an early bird email for this one, where they could get on an early bird list to get a 
special email.
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But . . . I don’t tend to do those anymore because with my testing, I have found that the early 
bird launch email I’ll show you in a few minutes will convert just as well if I just send it to the 
whole list, instead of just the early bird sign up list. I encourage you to test it both ways with 
your list.

Here is the email:

Subject line:

Re: Would it be helpful if I created a video where you could watch me as I create a WSO 
from scratch?

~Contact.FirstName~

Ok, a couple hours ago, I sent out an email asking if 
you would like me to see a video of me creating a WSO 
and writing the sales letter

and the response was phenomenal!!-

Folks are basically telling me that it would be incredibly helpful 
if they could *watch* me create a WSO AND write the sales 
letter in less than 2 hours -

So I'm going to do it . . .

If you want early bird access to get in first (PLUS access to 
a private letter I've written with the REAL reason I stopped writing 
articles, click this link to get on the early bird list:

<#6756_Link-early bird for 2 hour WSO#>

Sean

Here’s the launch email I sent when it went live:
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Subject line:

2 Hour WSO is LIVE!! - Your Early Bird Access

Body:

~Contact.FirstName~

Ok, 2 hour WSO video training is LIVE!!!

This is your early bird access, so you can get the 
lowest price, because it's on a dime sale, so the price 
goes up after each person buys:

<#6798_Link-not on prelaunch early bird email#>

-- Sean

P.S You are going to LOVE these videos!!!

Like I said, I just skip to that email now - because it converts really well.

But if you run it over and over again, it will lose it’s luster with your list.

The next 3 emails are in a style that will be evergreen - you could send one a day for a year - 
(different topic each day, different WSO every 3 days) and keep buying high:

Subject line:
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How to Write a WSO Sales Letter in 1 Hour!

~Contact.FirstName~

I have recorded a video of me writing a WSO sales letter 
from scratch in less than 1 hour and will be launching it 
as a WSO later today or tomorrow -

if you want to be on the early-bird list to get access 
before the price rises fast, click here:

<#6756_Link-early bird for 2 hour WSO#>

-- Sean

Then another one:

Subject line:

Could YOU launch a WSO next week and make 20-30 sales?

Body:

~Contact.FirstName~

Here's the thing - if you launched a WSO next week 
you might be able to make 20-30 sales if you do it right.

Here's why: When you buy the first bump, if you do it 
right, you usually get 200- 300 visits from the Warrior Forum 
alone (no list)

At 10% conversion - that's 20-30 sales.
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If you want me to show you how to create a WSO in 
2 hours (I literally show you on video, me doing it, it's 
like you are looking over my shoulder),

(PLUS access to a private letter I've written with the REAL reason I stopped writing 
articles, click this link to get on the early bird list:

<#6756_Link-early bird for 2 hour WSO#>

-- See you on the other side

Sean

Notice in these 2 emails, I chose for each of them ONE of the key benefits of my product. So for 
example, if you had 3 main benefits, then you could write 3 emails to send, one with each 
benefit.

Also notice that this last one focused on 20-30 sales, not 300 sales.

It is realistic for the buyer - 

something they feel they can do.

And here’s still another email following the same process:

Subject line:
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How to Create a WSO in less than 2 hours (video training):

Body:

~Contact.FirstName~

How to Create a WSO in less than 2 hours (video training):

<#6788_Link-2 hour wso - not on prelaunch list 1st email#>

-- Sean

Folks, this concludes this sampling from 3 of my strong WSO campaigns.

These emails have come about from years of trying different things and testing. But it’s not the 
exact words, it’s the meaning behind each.

Read and re-read the emails, get a feel for how the email “feels,” for how it makes you *want* to 
open and read the email.

That’s what you want to accomplish in your own emails!

-- Sean Mize
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The Complete User’s 
Manual to Building a 

Complete WSO Business 
From Scratch With No List 

and No Buyers

Sean Mize
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Introduction

In this guide, I am going to show you EXACTLY what I personally do and 
have done to do my own WSO launches. This won’t always be what 
everyone else does, and certainly you can add in what you see others 
doing, as long as you can see that it might add to your efforts, and of 
course it doesn’t cause problems either!

I’m relatively new at this, so I don’t know everything about. But sometimes 
it’s an advantage learning from someone like me, because you are getting 
the info “closer to the source” - what I mean is that if someone has been 
doing something 5 years and they are well experienced, then sometimes 
they forget what it took to do it in the first place.

So I’m going to try to show you all of those things, and give you as many 
tips and secrets and methods behind the scenes as possible. And these 
are going to be from the perspective of getting started from scratch with 
WSOs, which is about what I did. I say “about” because I obviously already 
had some experience online. But you can start whereever you are at.

Now, a word about lists. You don’t have to have one to start. But you need 
to get one over time. From your very first WSO, start building a list. For 
example, if you make 10 sales your first WSO, you build a list of 10 people. 
Then you do your next WSO and you make 10 more sales, you have a list 
of 20 people. Now when you launch a new WSO, you simply send a notice 
to your list of 20 people about your new WSO.

Each one you launch, you gain more subscribers. By the way, that right 
there is the way to get started from scratch - 100% from scratch. If you 
have no list, you can still launch a WSO. It will feature in the WSO page 
and if it is something people want to buy, then you will make sales right off 
the WSO page. So you don’t need a list to start. But if you have one, you 
can move faster.
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So as I go through this training, I will refer to my list, things I do with my list. 
If you one, do those things (if you want). If not, then you will start slower as 
I just mentioned, then grow into a big list!

Let’s get started!

1) My easy to do, but no-one-but-my-clients and 
people they have taught - method for coming up with 
new ideas day in and day out for what your next WSO 
will be about. I can guarantee that if you use this 
system, you will NEVER be out of ideas for your next 
WSO

The first thing I recommend you do is to write a list of 10 things that you 
can teach people to do in your niche.

If you have a list, send an email asking them if there is anything they want 
to learn about.

This might look like this:

Subject line:

What is your biggest challenge with (your niche)?
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Body:

(firstname)

Hi, quick question for you:

What is your biggest challenge with (your niche)?

I’m thinking of creating some new cool training, what would you like to see?

(Your name)

When people respond to that email, they will be telling you what you can 
create.

When they write you and tell you, write back and ask them what are the 10 
things they would like to see in it.

When they give you a list, add that to the list of things you can teach. After 
a few emails, you might have a list of 100 things you can teach!

Just go through these lists and look for ideas.
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If you don’t have a list, start with your own list of 10 things you know how to  
do.

Then write a list of 10 steps to doing each of those things.

Now you have your list of 100 things!

Look through that list, some ideas should start jumping out at you!

Then go to the Warrior Forum and read other WSOs. 

Keeping your own list in mind, what are some ideas you might be able to 
get from other people’s WSOs?

Allow this to be a 3-4 hour process of searching and writing - and you will 
come up with ideas!!!

2) My proprietary method of coming up with "your 
angle" (If you don't have an "angle, you can't stand 
out among the other 200 or so new WSOs each day)

Once you have your idea, then you have to figure out your “angle”. How 
can you present this in such a way that it is different than anyone else is 
doing, and that people will really like?

One way to do it is to go through the top WSOs at Warrior Plus (you’ll have 
to register to be an affiliate to see this page):

Go here: http://www.warriorplus.com/wsopro/affiliate/
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Go to “View Available Offers” and you will get a page that looks like this:

Then sort by “sales” (use the pulldown where it says “sort”) and get this:
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Go through those listings to see what top listings do.

Click through till you see the sales pages.

Read them.

You will immediately get ideas of “angles” that are proven to convert to $$$ 

You’ll see how THEY angled their idea - and then apply it to your idea.

A great place to find ideas for headlines and sales letter structures as well.

And of course, don’t copy anything outright. Just use them for ideas!!!

3) How to start your WSO business by building an 
initial starter list of Warrior Buyers (almost no one 
is doing this except - you guessed it: Warriors who 
are my clients, or Warriors who are copying what 
my clients are doing)

I gave you this strategy in the introduction, so I won’t spend too much time 
here. But the idea is that if you have nothing to start with, simply write a 
WSO. Then you get 10 buyers, 20 buyers whatever. Put them on your list. 
Now you have 10-20 subscribers. Do this a few times, and now you have a 
list. A list of BUYERS.

A tweak on this is to create a FREE WSO. The way this works is instead of 
making it paid, make it free. All you have to do is make a link to your opt in 
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form in your autoresponder. I’ve gotten as many as 40-50 new subscribers 
with a free WSO.

4) How to build solid relationships with Warriors so 
that even non-buyers will come in and help 
moderate your WSOs review posts - this is critical 
when doing a big launch because it stops WSO 
hijackers in their tracks and makes them look like 
real losers (sorry for my language, I don't normally 
talk like that, but really anyone who wastes time 
hijacking WSO comments is a loser, even if a 
psychologist hasn't branded them to be that)

The key here is helping people. When they ask questions, answer them. 
Build friendships. Focus on building friends, not buyers. Then some of the 
friends will buy. And I don’t mean facebook friends. I mean real people you 
help.

Run a FREE WSO offering a 5 minute skype consulting chat, where you 
will answer any questions they have for 5 minutes in skype. Talk about 
making some friends!!!
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5) How to create great WSOs - and how to quickly 
create WSO recordings and pdfs to sell - and get 
really low refund rates (less than 1%)

Ok, this is really going to get into the meat of this. Now, this is a manual, 
and I’m going to do the best I can to tell you how to do this. But if you want 
to “see” me doing this on video, I have another WSO in which you might be 
interested, which is 2 hours of video where you literally watch over my 
shoulders as I write a WSO sales letter AND create a product in less than 2 
hours. You can check it out here: http://www.warriorplus.com/w/v/mnc633/
wsomanuallink  

Ok, first I’m going to teach you the process for writing a WSO fast, then I’ll 
adapt that to recording one fast.

The process is this:

Write an outline of 10-20 things you are going to teach. Notice how this 
manual is organized in about 16 points? Each of those things was one of 
the points in my outline. So once you have the outline done, you simply 
write in directions for how to do each section. That is exactly how I wrote 
this pdf.

Review: write a list of things you are going to teach. That list is your outline. 
Then write in between each of those things the instructions for how to do 
that thing. Notice I am doing that here. Look at the structure of this pdf and 
you will see it. This makes it REALLY easy to write, plus as long as your list 
is complete, you don’t forget to teach anything, unlike if you just wrote a big 
document from scratch then added subheads later!

And that is it. 
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A WSO pdf can be 5-50 pages long, but the real key is that you specifically 
teach what you promise to teach. The more detail, the better. Make it clear. 
Make it actionable. Make it something easy to understand.

Now, a pdf takes the longest to create because writing takes the longest. 
So you could do an audio recording of the material instead. The process is 
EXACTLY the same as writing.

Start with the outline. Write a list of 10-20 things you can teach someone to  
do. Then record from your outline, instead of writing; simply speak aloud 
the information.

Note: Do NOT take the time to write the whole thing out, then record. If you 
are going to do that, you might as well just make a pdf. Instead, record live 
from the outline. If you do that, it only takes about an hour to record an hour 
audio. And I have found that 1 hour audios do REALLY well as WSOs. I 
think people like them because they don’t have to listen to 10 hours of info 
to get the good stuff. Just be sure to cover everything in the hour. If not, go 
over the hour. But the real key is to teach everything you said you would in 
the sales letter, as concisely as possible.

Sometimes I get asked, how do I record? If you have an mp3 recorder on 
your computer, you use that. Or you can use audioacrobat. My affiliate link 
over there is http://www.mizesean.audiacrobat.com if you want to try them 
out. But I personally use instantteleseminar. The reason is that the 
recording is really easy, and you can record from your computer or from a 
telephone (even from a cellphone) and there are automatic backups. I find 
it is just easier to use than audioacrobat. But it is more expensive than 
audioacrobat. Anyhow, this is my affiliate link there if you want to use it:  
http://InstantTeleseminar.com/ProductInfo/?x=1600735

And then just follow the directions to record!
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If you want to do a video instead, it takes a lot longer. But if you are 
showing someone how to do something, then it is nice. If you have my 
WSO video training, you can see an example of how I do that (http://
www.warriorplus.com/w/v/mnc633/wsomanuallink) because you can see 
me doing the video.

But you don’t need that. You can simply create a slideshow in powerpoint 
or keynote, and use that as a guide. I use screenflow (just google to get it) 
because I record on a mac, if you are on a pc, then camtasia is probably a 
better choice.

In all cases, you will have to upload your mp3 or mp4 to your website. If 
you don’t know how, ask your webhost how to do it (most web hosts have 
customer service reps that can help)
 

6) How to get established quickly as an expert on the 
Warrior Forum 

This is key. Key. You must position yourself as knowing what you are 
talking about and have some posts to prove it. People really do look to see 
how many posts you have and look at some of them. So just go to the 
forum, search for your topic, and find posts to respond to. Don’t spam. 
Instead, answer the questions helpfully. Do 5-10 per day for 7 days. That 
will establish your background.

Also, since you are going to be launching a WSO BUSINESS - you are 
going to be launching multiple WSOs. So instead of waiting until you can 
create the perfect WSO before beginning, just start TODAY with a WSO. 
Even a free WSO. 
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7) How to launch 5-10 or even more WSOs that are 
profitable, while simultaneously building your 
brand on the Warrior Forum

Remember, a WSO only costs $59 to run ($40 for the post and $19 for 
warriorplus). So you only have to take in $59 to break even, then 
everything above that is gravy.

If you have followed the directions in this guide so far for choosing a topic, 
and you have done the work to find your angle, even your first WSO should 
convert at 5%.

Even if all you get is 200 visits from the forum alone - no affiliate wants to 
help you promote, and you have no list - you should make 10 sales. At $7 
for a WSO - that is $70. With paypal fees, you basically break even. And 
you have a list of 10 people.

If you launch a 2nd WSO in 2 days, 2-3 of those buyers should buy your 
2nd WSO, plus get the 10 sales from the forum. And now you can “bump” 
your first WSO, which only costs $40. So if you do another $70 on the 
second one, combined on day 3 you are up to maybe $60 in profit. 

I know that’s not much starting out - but that’s your first 3 days. Do this 
again and again and again, and you will find that very quickly you are likely 
up to $100 a day. Then keep going until you are up to $200 a day. And so 
on.

You could literally do a new WSO 3 times a week.
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You simply do the research for all 3 on Monday, and outline all 3. Then on 
Tuesday, write the first sales letter and record the first product, and launch 
the first WSO. Repeat on Wednesday. Repeat again on Thursday. That’s 3 
a week.

8) How to prepare for your big launch

Now obviously up to this point as I’ve been teaching the basics, I’ve been 
focusing on the scenario where someone does NOT have a list. But if you 
do have a list, you can really take this to the next level. But you don’t have 
to. You can start just with the Forum itself.

The way I do it is I send out an email before I do the launch, asking what 
folks would like to learn in my next product. 

Then when they tell me, I send them an email out telling them I am coming 
out with a new WSO teaching that in a day or so, and if they want to sign 
up for early -bird access so they can get the lowest price, they can.

Then either create a web form in your autoresponder where they can sign 
up to a list you create that is just for early-bird buyers. Then when your 
WSO launches, send an email to your early bird buyers. 2 hours later send 
an email to your full list.

You can also attract affiliates, which I’ll discuss in the next section. And 
have them promote for you as well.
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9) How to attract affiliates like flies to honey (I show 
you the honey I use to get affiliates to BEG me to let  
them promote [including a secret technique I use to 
make that happen, and get them sending me PMs 
begging to let them promote]

The key here is that the #1 attractor for affiliates is sales. That’s right - the 
#1 reason people will promote for you is because they see that your WSO 
has sales. That’s why you probably won’t get many affiliates on your first 
WSO because it probably won’t make a lot of sales.

But once you leverage up to getting 50-100 sales in your first day on your 
WSO, then you will find that people start asking YOU if they can promote 
for you.

You see, the #1 way to get people to promote for is not asking, but instead, 
simply getting sales. Then when they promote, if they get sales from their 
mailing to their list, the next time you promote a WSO, they might promote 
it without waiting for sales.

But I rarely approach affiliates directly, and then only people I know, either 
people on my list, or affiliates who have promoted before. I only do it when I 
want a big splash right away on the promotion.

You might ask, why not have a big splash for every one? Well, if you were 
doing 1 every 3 months like a lot of people do, sure. 

But since you are using my model of several WSOs a week to build a solid 
business, you can’t expect affiliates to promote your every offer!
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So only select the very best to ask them; besides, if your offer converts, 
they will WANT to promote and will simply request it.

The secret is conversion rate, not a special email. Affiliates get enough 
special emails begging them to promote. Conversions sell promotions.

10) How to promote your WSO like crazy to your own 
list, other people's list's and even a special 
technique I have developed - and I'll give you the 
skype transcript to document it - of how to get a 
solo ad provider to mail for you for free (of course 
they get commission, but it's the words you use to 
get them to agree to do it)

Here’s the way to do it: Be willing to pay for a solo ad. Then ask them if 
they would rather just get commissions and probably make a lot more 
money. Here is a skype transcript of how I do it:

[1/11/13 7:59:07 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: hey Sean

[1/11/13 7:59:10 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: I got a buyer solo spot

[1/11/13 7:59:13 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: it's a WSO buyer list

[1/11/13 7:59:16 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: let me know if you want it

[1/11/13 7:59:48 AM] Sean Mize: how many clicks, how many buyers on 
that list, how much?

[1/11/13 8:01:38 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: I can commit to 200 clicks (with 
my swipe)

[1/11/13 8:01:43 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: let me do a quick count
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[1/11/13 8:01:46 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: of how many buyers sec

[1/11/13 8:01:47 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: btw

[1/11/13 8:01:50 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: what's the offer URL

[1/11/13 8:02:19 AM] Sean Mize: http://www.warriorplus.com/w/v/mnc633/
igor

[1/11/13 8:02:27 AM] Sean Mize: I'm more interested in sales than clicks

[1/11/13 8:02:42 AM] Sean Mize: I don't want a solo ad that gets lots of 
clicks and few sales

[1/11/13 8:02:50 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: 2405

[1/11/13 8:02:52 AM] Sean Mize: I'd rather few clicks and higher sales %

[1/11/13 8:03:10 AM] Sean Mize: do you think that offer will do well to 
them? what kind of wso mailing results have you had in the past?

[1/11/13 8:03:29 AM] Sean Mize: I'd be willing to give you 100% 
commission on it instead of a flat fee if you prefer

[1/11/13 8:03:50 AM] Sean Mize: plus 80% on the upsell (everyone else is 
50% on the upsell)

[1/11/13 8:08:12 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]:  sec

[1/11/13 8:08:12 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: lemme check out the offer first

[1/11/13 8:18:18 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: I tell you what

[1/11/13 8:18:21 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: if you can create a special bonus

[1/11/13 8:18:23 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: for my subscribers

[1/11/13 8:18:28 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: I'm sure I can refer quiet a few 
sales

[1/11/13 8:18:46 AM] [Solo Ad Provider]: I would also like to check out the 
content if you dont mind
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That was about it. He agreed to do it. And got me about 20 sales or so to a 
special list. 

You can use that technique too.

11) How your WSO goes viral

The key here is that it has to be something that makes a lot of sense to the 
right people. Highly targeted, and something not many others teach. And 
super-clear sales copy. You need to get your first 100 sales as fast as 
possible. You can do that by mailing your list. Then affiliates jump on board. 
The WSO takes off. Maybe you get WSO of the Day, maybe not. People 
keep buying. More affiliates jump on board. You do 1000+ sales.

So - how to make that happen?

Answer: You don’t.

You can’t force it.

Remember, you are not in the one- shot WSO business.

You are creating multiple WSOs.

As you create them, notice some sell better than others. Ask yourself why. 
Study the sales copy on the ones that sell. Study the topics. Over time, you 
will be able to predict if something will do better or worse.

But the key here is that there is strength in numbers. Instead of creating 
one big WSO that may or may not work, launch 2-3 a week. Treat it like 
writing articles but instead of writing an article a day, write a WSO a day. 
That is your business. Do this for 20-40 WSOs and you will be amazed at 
the traffic you are getting.
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12) Why you should CELEBRATE your big launch on 
the Warrior Forum 

If you have a big launch, tell people about it. Show them your stats. People 
love to follow success. That might be why you bought this. You saw that I 
have had a number of successful WSOs and you wanted to see why. Your 
clients will do something similar. They want to see how you are so 
successful, so they buy. Sometimes your competition buys for the same 
reason!

13) How to Rinse and Repeat Steps 7-12 to make 
consistent, REPEATABLE income on the Warrior 
Forum week in and week out like I do

This one’s easy: just do it over and over and over again. You can do it. I’ve 
given you the formula for everything except the sales letter. I’ll give that in a 
sec. 

You might be thinking, but this sounds really simple. You haven’t included 
tons of details. You don’t need them.

Keep this simple.

Here’s the pattern, over and over and over again:

1) Think of an idea

2) Write the sales letter in an hour

3) Create the product (1 hour for audio, 3 hours for pdf, 3-5 hours for video)
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4) Tell your list about it.

5) Make sales.

Start over tomorrow.

Do that schedule everyday and you will be amazed at what happens.

14) How to Become Firmly Established as a WSO 
Expert due to your constant successful launches 
(like I've done)

This will just happen if you are doing launches. Nothing special. Nothing at 
all. But use your launches as credibility. Create screen shots of your 
success and put them in your sales pages. And you can use them for a 
long time into the future. I rarely write articles anymore, but this screenshot 
is still huge credibility (and might still be 5 years from now):
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Here’s another one I use:

And here’s another one you’ve probably seen lately:

Make use of screen shots to show real proof. People use screen shots for 
fake proof, why not use them for real proof!

15) My own secret $20 per subscriber monetization 
method

The key to subscriber monetization is that you MUST do 2 things 
simultaneously:

1) You must build trust and relationship. I do that by sending out a series of 
content emails every day for 30 days. These must be strong content, 
teach them things they do not know. They can be pdf, audio, or video, or 
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best scenario is a mix of all 3 (10 emails print, 10 emails with an audio 
link, 10 emails with a video link) Send these emails early morning or 
early evening.

2) At the same time as you are sending a 30 day series of content, have a 
separate list that is sending sales messages. These messages go out 
during the day. One sales message per day. This means that someone is 
getting a content email each day, and a sales email each day.

Once you have done this for awhile and know what sells, you can stage 
this as a “launch”. So instead of one email a day, you do a prelaunch email 
one day, a “launch” email the next, a second email that day, then a q and a 
email the next day, then the following day a “last chance” email for that 
product. Don’t send any more emails for that product after the last chance 
email.

16) How to monetize your new - found level of WSO 
Expertness

I debated about including this in here. Because it’s not necessary. In fact, 
any work on it might not really be necessary at all. But I do it. So I thought I 
would share it.

And that is this: once you have created a bunch of WSOs and people are 
buying them, the people who buy them develop a bond and a trust with 
you. And when that happens they want more than just a WSO. They want 
personal help. Coaching. That kind of thing. And you can charge for it. 
Create packages and coaching and offer to your list of WSO buyers.
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Remember, this isn’t about making the sales on the front end, although you 
can make money there. But these are buyers. Low ticket, nevertheless, so 
a lot of low quality buyers. But there are great buyers in there. All you have 
to do is create value, present it to them, and they will buy.

Focus on long term monetization. Long term monetization is key.

Ok, that covers almost everything you need to create and launch your 
WSO except for writing the sales letter.

I’ve saved this for last because it’s the hardest thing to teach someone.

Because you have to do more than follow a fill in the blanks formula.

When you follow some fill in the blanks formula, you get a really stiff letter, 
and it probably won’t convert.

You have to learn to write in your own voice.

And there is no substitute for practice for that. 

If you write 100 sales letters, then you will be a lot better than you are now!

I am going to give you some pointers here. But please don’t use them like a 
formula.

Instead, write from your heart.

Write like you would want someone to write to you to get you to buy.

Leave the hype out.

Read all the sales letters for all the 1000+ campaigns in Warrior Plus. All of 
them. They are all different. Get a feel for what YOU like. Then try to write 
your own.

If you want to see me writing one - if seeing it on a video will help - then I 
recommend my 2 Hour WSO training: http://www.warriorplus.com/w/v/
mnc633/wsomanuallink 
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But you don’t need it. 

The key really is to write in your own voice, and just be sure you do the 
following things (and not necessarily in this order):

Sales Letter Formula:

1) What are you selling? - write the headline telling that

2) Dig into need - ask questions to assess need 

3) relate their need to you or your clients

4) tell what you have created

5) explain what they get

6) Explain the value of what they get - not in dollars, but in usefulness

7) offer (price)

8) refund policy (maybe)

9) close - buy this

Folks, now you know my formula for launching a WSO business from 
scratch fast.

If you skimmed this report, please re-read it.

Read it carefully. I packed a lot into this, and didn’t use too many words 
when fewer were possible (most of the time). Sometimes a key principle 
was in one phrase in a sentence in a paragraph. And if you skimmed this, 
you didn’t get it.
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If you have any questions, send me an email and if I haven’t covered the 
answer and it’s necessary, I’ll add it to this and send you the updated 
version (anytime you re-download this you’ll get the current version)

Bonus:

I am going to make a master list of clients who launch a WSO within a 
week or so of buying this. Your WSO can be featured on that list (you might 
even make a sale or two).

To get on that list, start today on your first WSO. 

Keep notes on what you do and how you do it.

Keep a time line, like a journal.

Note how many sales, etc.

Send me the case study as a pdf, plus a link to your WSO (also put the 
WSO link in the pdf) and I’ll put it on the WSO case study list.

This will go out to my list of buyers, and might even be converted to a 
bonus or a WSO in the future - and the sooner you do yours, the sooner 
you’ll get into it.

PLUS - you’ll have your own WSO to boot!

And I’ve found that if someone does the FIRST one - gets the first one out 
of the way - then making more is really easy.

Here’s a screen shot of a client who created a WSO last week after 
studying my 2 hour video training I mentioned earlier:
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And that’s just the first 164 sales.

Here are a couple of his emails to me:

Hi Sean

>211 sales!!! That is awesome!!!
I know - still can't really believe it!

>How much money in your pocket after affiliates?
I've done the small percentage deal to WarriorPlus on this but before their small cut & Paypal 
charges (but counting the extra sale since the last
email), $361.64

In less than 24 hours.

Total revenue: $1246.86

Paid to Affiliates: $885.22

Absolutely over the moon - have been bouncing around the room all day :)

And:

>I bet you are !
<grin>

>How many times can you do this in a month?
Well, I'm aiming for another one this week, just need to decide on subject matter & get it 
recorded.

Then at least 2 per week, ideally more than that.

Whether they'll all be home runs doesn't matter as even the slower ones have broken even plus 
I'm now getting extra sales for them as they're on the
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download page as "other resources".

>How many more sales can you get once you get 20+ affiliates who love
>you so much they will ALL promote anything you release!
That's I guess one of the next goals. Plus upselling coaching - need to keep ahead of the email 
sequence!

That’s just one client, he had launched a few before.

Here’s another email from another client who took my advice and just 
launched:

Btw.. Since reading you 50-100 sales a day WSO I've launched two now. The first one was a wordpress 
plugin I had been working on and have so far made over $300 with it. Not bad for a $40 investment. I just 
launched a WSO tonight that is a 3 part series and hope to launch the next part this Friday and the final 
3rd part nest Tuesday. So just wanted you to know I'm taking action on what you taught in the report and 
seeing results.
 

My advice to you:

JUST DO IT!!!

-- To your success,

Sean Mize

After reading all this, you should have a bucket full of ideas. Write them 
down now, while they are fresh.
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Then just begin to implement.

There is no good reason why you can’t do something big next year, 
whether it is in the Warrior Forum or maybe somewhere else where you 
have great desire.

Make your goals big, follow your heart, allow your purpose to lead you.

You may be amazed at what happens next!

-- Sean Mize
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